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FONASBA and its members are committed to the furtherance and expansion of education and training within the global ship broking and ship agency sectors. This
commitment, to which all associations must adhere, is encompassed within FONASBA’s Code of Conduct, which states in Chapter 2:
Members will:
1.
employ experienced professionally qualified staff to cover all aspects of the business being undertaken, so as to ensure the proper performance of all the
functions of ship agent and shipbroker,
2.
encourage such staff to improve its professional capacity qualifications by assisting it to study and pass examinations based on the syllabi of recognized
international shipping authorities/educational institutions.
and this is also a key component of the Quality Standard.

FONASBA’s campaign to promote the adoption of professional standards within the industry

FONASBA
Educational
Mission Statement

Education & trainings courses provided by the FONASBA member associations

FONASBA
cooperation with
its Member Associations

Virtual booklist

FONASBA
cooperation with
ICS

FONASBA Young Ship Agent or Ship Broker Award
FONASBA
cooperation with
ITIC, BIMCO

Winners:
2018: Filipe Miguel Dias Martins, Portugal, “The Shipping World in 2025 – a Road Map for shipping agent”
2017: Niklas Soltow, Germany, „Opportunities and challenges for port agents by the increasing digital progress of the maritime sector”
2016: Tim Polson, Australia, “The Role of the Shipbroker in the Break-Bulk, Multipurpose & Heavy-Lift Sector”
2015: Renan Queiroz, Brazil, „The role played by the ship agent on the shipping industry and the challenges faced by the activity with the advent
of new global trends”

Practical entry-level course for the new entrants to the ship agency sector

FONASBA
cooperation with
ASBA, New York

The SailNet project proposes to develop and create a programme for new experts and competent professionals
within the Maritime sector /Shipping Industry.

FONASBA
cooperation with
ESCOLA Europea, Barcelona
INTERNATIONAL
TRAINING
LOCAL
TRAINING
EXCHANGE

The participants will be encouraged to:
• Develop leadership skills and a SailNet culture
• Discover new ways to carry out the industry tasks, a new language and a different culture
• Build lasting friendships and network with people from around the world

Cooperation with WCO Academy - increasing knowledge of the customs business

FONASBA
cooperation with
World Customs Organization

“WCO is the only international organization 100% focused on customs issues, as such it has gathered a lot of knowledge and
information on the best customs international practices and daily challenges that customs administrations face. The WCO
Academy is a great opportunity to share this knowledge with the international trade community.”

IMO Goodwill Maritime Ambassador

Who is an IMO Maritime Ambassador?
An IMO Maritime Ambassador is a spokesperson or advocate for the
maritime and seafaring professions.
What does an IMO Maritime Ambassador do?
IMO Maritime Ambassadors are encouraged to share their passion about the
maritime world with others, particularly young people who are starting out on
their further education, apprenticeships and career pathways.
By reaching out, IMO Maritime Ambassadors can engage, inspire and call upon
young people to consider careers at sea or in the maritime industries. The goal
is to reach new target audiences and inspire a new generation of
maritime experts and seafarers.

FONASBA 50th Anniversary Publication
Project goals:
• Putting together a book commemorating the 50th anniversary of FONASBA, with an overview of the shipping agency,
broker’s activities and the possibilities for the future development.
• Milestones and main achievements (1969 – 2019)
• This chapter would contain the memories of all the former Presidents during their mandates
• Historical Documents
• Historical Photos
• FONASBA membership over 50 years
• All Associations/countries which were full member of FONASBA (from – to)
• Associated companies which were members of FONASBA (from – to)
• Club members - External organizations which had associated membership to FONASBA (from – to)
• To which organization FONASBA had associated membership status (from – to)
• FONASBA internal structure
• Overview of FONASBA internal structure over 50 years (Execom, Advisory Panels, Range Committees, Working groups …)
• Shipping Agency today and tomorrow
• The goal of this chapter would be to present the agency and brokers activity today and tomorrow, thus linking our
organization with the past, but also giving an overview of today's situation and prospects
• Texts of the YABA winners in the last four years, which give us an overview of agency activities, brokerage activities and a
look at the future.

Take home message
THE LIMA DECLARATION: FONASBA’s campaign to promote the adoption of professional standards within the
industry
EDUCATION & TRAININGS COURSES PROVIDED BY THE FONASBA MEMBER ASSOCIATIONS
VIRTUAL BOOKLIST
FONASBA YOUNG SHIP AGENT OR SHIP BROKER AWARD
FONASBA AGENT DIPLOMA: practical entry-level course for the new entrants to the ship agency sector
THE SAIL NET: The SailNet project proposes to develop and create a programme for new experts and competent
professionals within the Maritime sector /Shipping Industry.
WCO ACADEMY: Cooperation with WCO Academy - increasing knowledge of the customs business
FONASBA 50th Anniversary Publication
Education is our passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to the people who prepare for it today.
Malcolm X

